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Homelessness
In 2014, news of ‘anti-homeless spikes’ outside a luxury London
apartment block hit the headlines.1 It was followed by a public
outcry against the perceived hostility of the spikes in making the
sheltered space unusable for homeless people to take refuge in.
Unfortunately, the proliferation of spikes is just the tip of a much
larger iceberg concerning the most disadvantaged individuals
in our society and a built environment that is increasingly being
designed to exclude them.

While we have seen an increase in the delivery of
high quality office space and residential schemes,
the same cannot be said for affordable housing
and developments focused on social care.

The problem of taking an
approach that ‘designs out’
homelessness and poverty is
that this only serves to pass the
problem on elsewhere.2

The Government has committed to eliminating
rough sleeping by 2027. This research
article looks at how organisations within the
construction industry can join and form social
partnerships, to help reduce the levels of
homelessness on our streets.

Identifying the issue
Acknowledging the issue, construction sector
leaders such as RICS are now leading the way
in taking responsibility for the industry’s role in
preventing homelessness. Their 2018 Pledge150
campaign, in partnership with LandAid, pushed
to raise awareness of the issue and create 150
bed spaces for homeless people across the UK.
During a campaign in 2016 Michael Newey,
former RICS President, called for “property
professionals to see themselves as part of the
solution to ending rising homelessness and
delivering more affordable homes”.3

Property professionals can be
integral in putting an end to
rising homelessness.
Exacerbating homelessness, and impeding a
viable, scalable solution, is the lack of housing
available for people on the lowest incomes. As is
widely known, the UK property market is
becoming increasingly dysfunctional. As of
October 2018, in London alone over 20,000
commercial properties were shown to have been
vacant for at least six months,4 while demand for
affordable, social and temporary housing
continues to grow. This demonstrates that the
space and resources are available, but the
funding, willingness and leadership required to
effectively tackle such social issues are not. It is
an unfortunate truth that social value and indeed
a social conscience are not always as prominent
as they should be in our sector. A beacon of
hope in such a bleak time is the opportunity this
problem gives our industry, to become part of the
solution as Newey hoped, through the unique set
of skills we possess as an industry.

Anti-homeless spikes

“We need industry
professionals to lend their
expertise and tell us about any
other such innovative ideas
they have, that we, as a united
property industry, can tap into
and deliver to put an end to
rising homelessness.”
Michael Newey, former RICS
President5

While donations and fundraising are excellent
ways to support homeless charities in their great
work, direct use of our design and construction
skills could prove to be even more valuable.
Donating our time and skills to non-profit
organisations eliminates the middlemen, reduces
project costs and ensures charities are supported
throughout design and construction for the best
possible outcome. Our money can make a
difference, but our expertise is worth threefold.
Alongside RICS, there are several charities
showing that through communal effort, social
change can be achieved by spreading the
financial load across the industry. Their success
so far provides an opportunity for larger scale
change within the construction sector, through
stronger partnerships between organisations.

Taking inspiration
Traditionally, the creation of social and affordable
housing has been through Local Housing
Authorities and increasingly Housing
Associations. These organisations provide
homes for low income individuals however they
are currently not managing to meet increasingly
high demand.
This disparity between production and demand
is a problem, with the most likely outcome being
the increase in the number of people sleeping
rough. In reality, rough sleeping accounts for a
very small percentage of overall homeless figures
in the UK, with ‘sofa surfing’ and living in
temporary or unsuitable accommodation being
much more prevalent.
A recent assessment by homeless charity
Shelter concluded that at the end of 2018 there
were at least 320,000 people classed as
homeless in the UK, equating to one in 200
people.6 Government statistics also revealed that
rough sleeping figures last year reached 4,677, a
165 percent increase since 2010.7 These
concerning statistics, however, pose an
opportunity for the construction industry to pave
the way in influencing the lowest rungs of the
property ladder to help the most in need.

In an increasingly digital age, the power of the
collective has been demonstrated innumerable
times – large numbers of people making small
personal sacrifices to achieve things one
individual simply could not achieve alone. This
‘crowdfunding’ methodology can be applied to
the construction industry on a much larger scale
regarding both financial and physical help, in the
form of a social partnership.
A social partnership can be defined as a form of
collaborative action in which organisations across
sectors work together to achieve common social
goals, that are too large or complex for one
organisation alone to tackle.8
First trialled in the USA and now being
implemented in Australia is a social partnership to
combat Victoria’s growing issues with housing for
the homeless and low income families.
An eye-opening case study authored by Sharon
McDonald discusses the successful
implementation of the partnership between two
housing associations, a building developer and
the State Government of Victoria in a
collaboration known as Common Ground.

A key driver in the success of this model is the
nature of the skill sets from each organisation
being brought together, towards a definitive
shared goal of reducing homelessness.

“Successful social partnership
models act as catalysts in
soliciting further support and
generating positive change.”9
Just two years after its inception, Common
Ground has succeeded in completing a purpose
built eight storey building providing
accommodation in the form of 131 studio
apartments for vulnerable people struggling to
retain housing, and 30 apartments for low income
families. It is a fair assessment that this
project would not have been feasible for one of
the organisations alone, and it was a result of
pooled resources, knowledge and funding that
allowed such a significant achievement.

Taken in isolation, their fundraising totals and
project figures are outstanding, however when
held against the figures of remaining homeless
people within the UK the extent and rapid growth
of the issue is clear. Putting this into numbers:

LandAid, the largest of the
aforementioned charities, is
currently working towards
creating 450 bed spaces
between 2017 and 2020.10
LandAid’s current work is mostly maintained by
annual donations from supporting partner
companies, with funds then being put into
projects.

Already within our industry there are charities
doing outstanding work to combat
homelessness and improper housing – CRASH
and LandAid amongst others. CRASH supports
the single homeless as they have no statutory
right to housing, whilst LandAid focuses on youth
homeless who do have a right to housing.
Working throughout the UK they rely on pooled
resources from architectural practices,
contractors and suppliers to undertake a range
of refurbishment and new build projects aimed at
helping people out of homelessness.

Contextualising LandAid alongside Common
Ground, the scale of success achieved through
the more formal set up of a social partnership,
between fewer contributors, is notable. Between
four large partners, 160 beds were created in two
years. This evidence raises the question of what
could be achieved if LandAid’s 70 largest
contributors formed smaller partnerships to build
specific projects, focusing on contributions of
service in favour of money alone. If Common
Ground is anything to judge the social partnership
model by, the results have the potential to change
the face of British homelessness.

Case Study – CRASH Charity
CRASH began working with London based
homelessness charities in 1991 and now helps
charities from all over the UK. Recent projects
with Ryder include the Emmaus St Albans and
Acorn House schemes, from which feedback has
been extremely positive.
Acorn house is a 16 bed residential
accommodation for men located in Shoreditch,
London, run by the Spitalfields Crypt Trust. The
ground floor offers a day programme of personal
development, education and training for anyone
in the early stages of recovery from addiction.
Ryder were asked to look at two phases of
reconfiguration with the aim to expand their much
needed services and increase the quality of the
space for the users.
The refurbishment created flexible spaces which
allowed residents and staff to dine together for
the first time and the new kitchen meant that
residents are empowered to help prepare meals
and improve cooking skills. The staff offices are
no longer entered through the living area, allowing
the residents ownership over the communal
space and classes like ICT and other counselling
sessions to take place within a living room
setting. The enhancements to the workshop have
increased the footfall and students were even
involved in creating a bespoke reception desk for
the building.
Emmaus St Albans is an initiative that provides
accommodation and job opportunities for 30
homeless people, known as companions.
Following an extensive participatory briefing the
idea to extend the shop was unanimously voted
as the most critical issue for the home.

The existing shop lacked space for unloading and
storage of furniture both prior to and after sale,
particularly the large value furniture items. The
extension provided a dedicated delivery point,
storage area and increased shop floor and has
vastly improved the day to day running of the
shop. Companions who work in the shop cited
that they had a greater sense of confidence and
belonging working in the refurbished building,
helping with overall improvements to mental
health. In addition there had been a 23 percent
increase in profitability since completion and a
reduction in customer complaints. Feedback
from users of the scheme includes,
“This has given us the opportunity to have
more companions on the shop floor.
You should have seen it before… this is
wonderful!”
“We’ve had a lot of very positive feedback
from the customers. We’ve also got out of
[the project] exactly what we thought we
would… everything works, everything is as it
should be.”
Across these two projects Ryder offered
£21,480.00 of pro bono professional support
throughout the duration of the projects which was
further matched by other industry professionals.
Support included co design engagement with
users and charity trustees to develop the brief,
providing information for planning applications
and tendering contractors, then supporting the
charities throughout construction. Support
continued after completion with the design team
returning to carry out post occupancy evaluation
after one year of occupation.

Moving towards a solution
A proposal to increase the efficacy and
recognition of these organisations would be
forming a type of charitable merger, social
partnerships between a mixture of charities,
official bodies (such as the ARB, CIOB, RICS etc)
architectural practices, contractors and housing
associations. A joining of forces in this way could
improve the spread of projects throughout the
UK, streamline administration and most
importantly gain more publicity and support from
the wider industry. Such partnerships have the
potential to transform the construction industry’s
influence on homelessness from a few separate
charities to a nationwide network.
A fair argument some might have against entering
into a social partnership is that they already
donate to charitable causes and such a
partnership is unnecessary. However, it should
be noted how intertwined this issue is with our
field of expertise.
A conscious shift needs to be taken away from
purely considering putting money into a bucket
as charity work, when our time and skills within a
social partnership could be worth ten times more
than our money alone.

As former RICS President Newey suggested,
everything from seeking out suitable sites for
affordable housing schemes, helping housing
associations secure planning, offering design
services and products to homeless build
schemes is valuable work.
In an industry where often reputation is
everything, a company which endorses and
reinvests in the local community, while helping
vulnerable people off our streets, will hold greater
currency in winning work.

“Real charity is about 		
companies and individuals
sharing what they are best at to
help those less fortunate.”
Francesca Roberts, Chief Executive of
CRASH11

Summary
To summarise, a definite social conscience is
undeniably emerging within the construction
industry, gaining momentum particularly within
the last decade.
Charities such as CRASH and LandAid have
transformed the lives of thousands of people
since their creation, and one can only hope that
connecting these charitable organisations with
industry figures in solidified, well known social
partnerships will attract more funding, more
projects and ultimately improve more lives.
While the inception of a nationwide charitable
merger with countrywide partnerships is perhaps
an ambitious goal for the immediate future, the
formation of local social partnerships is entirely
possible and necessary. Reach out to LandAid,
CRASH or other construction industry charities
and offer your support, committing time to
developing ideas and schemes that will make
significant changes. When it comes to ending
homelessness there should be no competition
between companies, only solidarity in working
together to achieve a common goal.

We would love to hear from you if you are
interested in collaborating.
research@ryderarchitecture.com
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